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About This Game

An unсommon puzzle game with a story!
This game is about the brave adventurer Archaeologist John, who explores ancient ruins all around the world. You will see a
series of fascinating puzzles - clamping plates, closed doors, teleports and death traps make the entangled mazes even more

difficult.
You will need full power of your intellect to collect all the treasures and find the ancient artifacts before the insidious villain

Hans von Typischerbösewicht!
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Features:

Braincracking puzzles - for those who know how to work with his head, not with the spinal cord.

Rare gameplay - the character can move vertically or horizontally, but only from wall to wall at a time. For those who are
tired of the endless clones of clones of clones and dreams of trying something new.

Adventure story - humorous comments of the protagonist will not let you get bored and rest after another intense level.

Locations around the world - search for treasures in deserts of Egypt, explore the ruins of medieval Europe. There is
different scenery, different story and different reward in each chapter.

All the sceneries are hand painted and detailed with love.
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Title: Maze Of Adventures
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
OCP, Yuri Chuchmay
Publisher:
OCP
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2018
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English,Russian
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. My friend gave me this game because he hates me. I
hate trucks, so I went in with high expectations. Let's just say I burned rubber in route to three straight race victories. I figure I
had to quit on top of the world as an undefeated champ, so I think I'll never play this ever again. Oh, also the game is terrible..
Walk through the map. Find an enemy. Right click him to death. Repeat.

"Strategy game". Usually, I am not a big fan of puzzle\/riddle games, but this game is FANTASTIC! The great, unsettling
atmosphere and the awesome graphic style kept me glued to the chair until I completed it. The riddles have a theme and logic;
they also tell the story. A real journey into the mind... I will surely replay it!. So cheezy I couldnt finish. More of a movie demo.
It does show how much of a resolution hit 3D movies take vs. regular 2D. It claims to offer higher resolution 2D version but I
cant figure out how to download it.. Very neat industrial crafting game. I'm a big fan of these. However it is not Factorio or
Enterprise.
The conveyor belts do not queue items, everything is felling off and you have a mess.
Machines are producing items regardless if there is output space or not, again, mess on the floor.
You have to use barriers to avoid all that. Really?
The game is very short and there is not enough options to automate production lines, like pack it and despatch to sell.
I will not request a refund because I believe the game has a potential, hovewer the price is a bit high for what it offers.
At the curent stage, not recommended.. The game is fun but short. My only major gripe with it is that the difficulty curve is
pretty easy for most of the game with only one or two attempts at each level needed... until the last level. Then, possibly for lack
of more content the difficulty is turned up to impossible. There are no more upgrade options left for my weapons and I've tried
a number of configurations on the ship (all lasers looks cool but the game slows down to a crawl with them all firing).

For what it is I'm happy to have paid 99p in the sale, its just a shame it doesn't go on for longer with a few more interesting
options. I'm reccomending this purely on the fact that I enjoyed the 1.5 hours I spent on it but I probably won't be playing it
again.. looks really good for a game that is 12 years old, it plays well and runs well on w7, rip multiplayer since gamespy is dead,
and the flooding damage is top notch, better than pacific since it looks more serious, too bad they simplified pacific, the ui is
also better imo than pacific, this is the gold standard for naval games, every mission is tense and makes victories satisfying.
Instructions unclear,♥♥♥♥♥♥stuck in the blender.
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The game looks nice, but the controls are ♥♥♥♥♥♥. Walking is tedious, so is fighting.. Recomend this game for most people
because its an alright game. the only problem i have with this is well. its the Free to Play Demo Version. its pretty much the
version you can get on steam for free that has half of the games content, the maps are not as large as the real deal, the ops are
only capture the flag, Vichs are not possible to notice/ Very Hard to find. and some of the squad Classes are completley locked.

Now Why Recomend Playing? Because its actually a small sample of wat the real game is. The real thing is actually linked and
Available for $7.19. so after your done trying the Demo and get used to the current grit you can get the better version for a good
low price. (Better version includes, Vichs, Better Gamemodes, and Strategy similar to Squad.. A fun but rather challenging
game, that thankfully introduced a mode to aide progression and not hindered said challenge.. Good packge. Only odd thing is :
why the Brandenburg W12 (and the DFW C.V) are in this (lengendary BOMBER pack) , these are both
fighter\/escorts\/reconnaissance aircraft , not bombers.

Neither we build to be used as bombers or did they carry any bombs.. What an excellent game!! Awesome sound design, it
really helps you get immersed. You HAVE to wear headphones to get the full experience.
The emptiness draws you in, it's very amospheric it that way. I love watching the sound waves bouncing around the different
rooms with hints of colour for key features.
Tension is added when you are greeted with things that go bump in the night, who hunt you down while you scramble through
the dark room looking for the door but trying not to make much noise.

Great concept, Awesome sound design, Great minimalistic visuals.

9/10 would highly recommend!
. great pack. i cant even remember when i bought this pack but im sure it helped me a lot.. I have now played this game for
about 50 hours and I love it. It is still an early release so with every update (which come weekly) there is new stuff. The dev is
not afraid to try something out and remove it or tweak it in the next update if the users don't like it. All in all a great game and
nice to feel that I am helping the dev make a game that I am going to enjoy. Highly recommend.. Mix of a bomberman and
stealth game. Not so long but pretty fun for a while. Recommended (especially when it's on sale).. What can I say, this game is
fun, has a great community, involved in game devs\/guides who create events as do the community...and the game is, ahh,
scarily addictive. This is, however, a more mature mmo - npcs do cuss and make R-rated references from time to time. I speak
from playing over 400 hours....which is insane for me since I bought this game just this FEBRUARY! Remember, the game is
still in development:

Yes, the graphics are pretty dated (as in over 10 years old type, graphics would have been a non-issue in early 2000's). But
gameplay is pretty fluid, whether in its combat, crafting, or gathering. The devs who made this game have experience in major
MMOs from the past and it shows in this game.

There are a ridiculous number of skills - most of them non-combat. Combat skills you equip two at a time, but can opt to mix
match almost any 2 at a time as you wish and you level up each skill tree independently, e.g. if you choose shield and sword they
have their own skill trees levels. Choose fire magic and say necromancy and you then level those up independently.

Loot is catered for the skills your character equips. So using the above example, you will about 90% of the time generate
sword\/shield loot if you equip those skills; but if you equip different skills the loot you gather then is rolled to work with those
skills.

And there are many unique things they do with the skills. For example, you can actually level up in death (from dying), iocaone
resistance (a nod to Princess Bride fans) and the psychology skill (a combat skill) actually has you hurl insults or other things to
damage your opponent (causing "death by shame").

The gameworld isnt very large in terms of number of zones right now, but each zone is fairly large. You have your dungeons,
crypts, caves, etc, etc to explore and enjoy loot.

There isnt much in the way of story or "quests" - dont expect a WoW game which is heavily quest-oriented. This game is much
more like EQ was in terms of quests, where you maybe do something for some npcs here and there, - but in terms of a direct
connective story, it is still in progress. This game is much more about developing your character, getting stronger, enjoying
events and the company of other players as you run dungeons or the "daily" dungeon event, There is grinding, which is not just
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about getting more xp, but also for getting the gear you want.

End game right now isn't like say WoW with raids or anything like that. Basically, at the highest level area, for the end game
there is one major dungeon that requires a group and gives extremely good loot. What you will likely do once you feel your
original character is maxxed out is then simply choose a new play style and see if its more powerful than what you just
experienced, help other players, and get involved in the staff sponsored events.

So if you like the type of game I described, give it a go! At a minimum try the demo (it is free) and see if you get hooked, like
me.. Yes, I recommend the game... BUT... only if you're fine that there's no AI. Hotlap (vs ghost) or online only.

KRP features the best kart physics in all of sim racing, as of time of this review. Next closest would be maybe rFactor 2 (or
Automobilista), and I don't think they're that great compared to this. KRP already has a huge collection of 3rd party tracks
created by the community, see the offical KRP forums. KRP has great wheel support (works fine with my OSW Direct Drive
wheel, plus separate USB pedals, shifter and button box), only the road texture (small bumps, ashphalt vs concrete, etc) could
use some more detail in the FFB.

I've owned the game since Beta 3 (purchase direct from PiBoSo), and it's been worth every penny to me.

Big Update! Devblog 08/31/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

Work on the second chapter is completely �� finished. Update is already uploaded on Steam. The details are below.

1) Levels and puzzles. Devblog 12/29/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

We haven’t post any news about the development of Maze Of Adventures. So here is some information for you, especially since
there are several good reasons!

First of all, I would like to congratulate all of you on the upcoming New Year! We wish you happiness and success in
the new year, and a good luck of course!. Some new levels from the game, over which we worked this week.:
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. "Maze of Adventures" is now available in early access!:
 This day has finally come - our game is now in the early access and available for purchase! 
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 Plans for the near future. Devblog 05/20/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

We are glad to share the latest news about the development of our game. Please, share your wishes in the comments. And add
the game to the wishlist so you do not miss the next news.

 1) Summer sale of Steam. Game update, weeklong discount, contest:
Greetings, friends! 

The latest news, very briefly.

 1) Update is available. Devblog 04/14/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

Here’s the fresh devblog with news for the past week. We are waiting for your opinion in the comments!

 1) The new puzzle. Devblog 03/10/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

Our game development does not stand still. Here is the latest news.
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 1) Generator for random labyrinths. A new character - Clara Loft!:
A new hero, an active participant in the events of the second chapter.
Meet - Clara Loft! ��
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